Official signing of ‘memorandum of understanding’
between Frisomat and TEC‐DREAM.

From the 20th to the 26th of October 2013, a Princely mission will be in Angola and South Africa. The
delegation will be led by Princess Astrid and has been jointly organised by the Belgian Foreign Trade
Agency, the regional institutions of the Wallonia Foreign Trade & Investment Agency, Brussels Invest
& Export, Flanders Investment & Trade and the Federal Public Service Foreign Affairs.
On the 21st of October the contract between Frisomat NV and TEC‐DREAM – Technologia e
Industrias Lda, a company specialised in the production of plastic bottles, will be signed. Frisomat will
deliver the third phase of an industrial complex covering more than 5,000m² for the production of
PET bottles in Luanda. TEC‐DREAM is an innovative company, and is aware of environmental issues
and energy savings.
Frisomat has already built two linked buildings on TEC‐DREAM’s site which are coupled lengthwise. In
this third phase, Frisomat will build two more buildings to extend TEC‐DREAM’s possibilities in
Angola.
Frisomat brings SMART buildings to Angola. Why SMART? Because they are strong but lightweight
and the building structure is very easy to transport. Thanks to the meccano system, the steel
structures can be assembled and erected in no time.
Frisomat has years of experience as a reliable partner in Africa and attaches great importance to
contributing to the local economy. The buildings are assembled by local technicians which will boost
employment in the country. It is one of the main objectives of the ‘National Plan for Development
2013‐2017’.

Contact: Bob Desmet ‐ Export manager Frisomat
Stokerijstraat 79 ‐ 2110 Wijnegem
T: +32 3 353 33 99
E: Bob.Desmet@frisomat.be
africa.frisomat.com

Who is Frisomat?
Frisomat designs, manufactures and builds PRE ENGINEERED STEEL BUILDINGS (PEB) & HANGARS.
As an innovator in Steel Buildings we offer a unique building concept which is lightweight but very
strong, fast & easy in transport and highly suitable for worldwide assembly.
Its qualities make it very suitable for remote areas, industrial areas and budget‐sensitive markets. A
Frisomat build‐up requires elementary equipment and uncomplicated civil engineering. Mainly used
permanently, a Frisomat building can be used temporarily thanks to its concept. Frisomat
applications range from production halls, warehousing, airplane hangars, sports facilities, agricultural
hangars, riding arenas, garages, supermarkets,… We have an international network of 17 affiliates
spread across the world and more than 33.000 references in over 40 countries. In 2012 the Frisomat
Group had a turnover of 50 million euro. The company employs 450 people worldwide.
Frisomat focuses on the following qualities of his buildings:


Fast & Reliable partner for industrial buildings



Minimization of production‐, assembly‐ and erection time



Competitive price/quality



Suitable for African environment

Frisomat has many years of experience in the African continent. Whether you want to build in North,
East, South or West Africa, Frisomat can be an important partner in the development of your
industrial ideas. Ready‐to‐use industrial buildings which withstand very strong climate forces and
events.
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